Functional interactions between voltage-gated Ca(2+) channels and Rab3-interacting molecules (RIMs): new insights into stimulus-secretion coupling.
Stimulus-secretion coupling is a complex set of intracellular reactions initiated by an external stimulus that result in the release of hormones and neurotransmitters. Under physiological conditions this signaling process takes a few milliseconds, and to minimize delays cells have developed a formidable integrated network, in which the relevant molecules are tightly packed on the nanometer scale. Active zones, the sites of release, are composed of several different proteins including voltage-gated Ca(2+) (Ca(V)) channels. It is well acknowledged that hormone and neurotransmitter release is initiated by the activation of these channels located close to docked vesicles, though the mechanisms that enrich channels at release sites are largely unknown. Interestingly, Rab3 binding proteins (RIMs), a diverse multidomain family of proteins that operate as effectors of the small G protein Rab3 involved in secretory vesicle trafficking, have recently identified as binding partners of Ca(V) channels, placing both proteins in the center of an interaction network in the molecular anatomy of the active zones that influence different aspects of secretion. Here, we review recent evidences providing support for the notion that RIMs directly bind to the pore-forming and auxiliary β subunits of Ca(V) channels and with RIM-binding protein, another interactor of the channels. Through these interactions, RIMs regulate the biophysical properties of the channels and their anchoring relative to active zones, significantly influencing hormone and neurotransmitter release.